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This book Microsoft Office Word 2007, has been revised and tried by our technical and editing
team. This book will help you build solid skills to create the documents you need right now, and
expert-level guidance for leveraging Word’s most advanced features whenever you need them.If
you buy only one book on Word 2007, 2012 Edition Using Microsoft Office Word 2007 is the
book you need.Come up to speed quickly with the new Word 2007 Ribbon interfaceStreamline
document formatting with styles, templates, and themesCollaborate with others using comments
and tracked changesMail merges, master documents, and other advanced featuresManage
large documents with indexes, TOCs, and automatically numbered referencesWatermarks in
various versionsPage BreaksFormat Page NumbersCreating Table Of Contents From Built-In
Heading StylesSecurity And Passwords

About the AuthorClive Johnson, has abackground in antiques and militarycollectables
specializing in honours and awardshaving spent the past 40 years learning and researching
thisvastly popular and highly versatile field.
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P. Church, “Good book to learn with. I gave it a four star because I have ordered at least 10 of
these to use in a computer class. They all have the same name and copyright date; however,
the book's wording may differ and the disk layout for the practices were different. If you are
ordering just one for yourself, either one is great, but if you are ordering for a class, you may
have some problem with telling them to go to "Explore Word" in the practice when it says
something else on some of the others. You can work through this in the classroom, but we also
downloaded the practice files to their flashdrives in case they missed class and needed to work
on it at home. It can be figured out if you explore through it but can get aggravating.I took 1 disk
this year and downloaded all the practice files from it so everyone had the same but if they had
the other book then it confused them. I finally have gotten all the books the same but mine. I am
taking a chance by ordering this one and hopefully it will be like theirs.I cannot tell what makes
the difference. The book itself does not show anything unless I have just overlooked something.
All the numbers are the same, the author, the title and dates; however, I must like the book
enough to keep ordering it and trying to get the books the same.The book is step by step with
the practice file disk that gives you actual practice. I really like this because this gives the on
hands training. It is easy to understand and the lessons can be broken down to where there is
not a lot to try to comprehend at once. Make sure if you order that the practice files CD is
included (if purchasing used). It is located in the back of the book in a sleeve. I ordered all new
so I knew it should be there. I only had one (not from this seller)that did not but with as many as I
ordered this was not a problem for me. The actual price I paid for all the books have been under
$5.00 (New), the shipping was more than the books, but it was worth it with the costs to by a
training book for a small group of students.”

kmom8, “Undeserving of Some Negative Reviews. I was a little apprehensive about purchasing
this book due to the negative reviews of it, but purchased it anyway. I am not sorry I did as I
learned much from the book and appreciated the very clear formatting which makes the
information easy to acquire. Each chapter begins with its chapter summary and ends with "Key
Points." Words located in the glossary are in blue and italicized. Frequently, when there is a
button to click or key to press, a graphic or symbol accompanies the instruction so you know for
sure what you're looking for. All instructions are located within the book, even those pertaining to
the practice files from the CD, which means that you can even use your own document files in
some cases in place of those from the CD.Truly, Microsoft Office Word 2007 Step by Step is very
simple to understand, the information and instructions very easy to implement. Don't let the
negative reviews mislead you. The "Save Your Money" review, in my opinion, is hardly worthy of
notice. Another reviewer commented that there were many "errors in the printed content" and
listed one; I'm not sure that I found more than that one. A solid review, on the other hand, noted
that there is a "problem with file 04 in Chapter 8 that prevents it from loading into Word," so I



suggest using file 03 in Chapter 8 instead as I did.The book is great! It even includes
information on the Microsoft Business Certification Program!”

Charlie, “Word 2007 Step by Step. I have been using Word for years. I recommend this book, but
there's some good and some bad. It quickly helped me to understand a lot of the features I do
not usually use. The section at the beginning of the book is a short-cut of many most-used items.
It was quite helpful. The rest of the book contains the step-by-step explanations. Sometimes the
authors assume you know what you're doing, which is ok for an intermediate user. A novice will
have to do some cross-checking to figure-out the explanation. I did not like the CD. The CD was
not straight forward or easy to use. Licensing requirements pop up several times while you try to
install the CD. You have to agree to the terms before you can use the CD. It's time consuming to
read the requirements. While using the CD, some of the practice documents unexpectedly
saved as Read-Only, and now I have to reinstall the CD. I gave four stars to this product because
overall the book was a good learning tool.”

MarkStan, “Better than Expected. This book looks new and I could not be happier. For 5 bucks I
expected much less, plus it still has the DVD!Great vendor and would buy from again...no
questions asked!”

Karen C Gonzalez, “Clarity. I like the step by step books, helpful and clarity.”

Cynthia K. Dennis, “Word 2007. I find this book a gem of information for the changes to Word
2007. The new program has so many things on the toolbar that I will never use, it is confusing
and time consuming finding what I want. Plus the cluttered tool bar takes up my window space.
This book has shown me shortcuts to get where I want to be and to unclutter some of the
toolbar.”

glenn kissinger, “word 2007 assistance. if you have an older copy of m.s. word, this book should
help you--it helped the person i got the book for when she hadn't used this version of word
before.  attractive and well laid out.”

DM-C, “Well done self study. I find the Step by Step series to be well done for those who have
the discpline to self study. Very new users will be better served with the Plain and Simple 
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from Microsoft Press or the Easy series from Que.Having recently written a training book, I
appreciate the concise structure of these books.”

MAC, “Absolutely basic. Very good from start to finish following the step by step gradual
introduction into the basics of using the Home page tab.Disdnt however give any advanced
properties of using the Word 2007 package which is what I expected to find. Neverthe less
having said that it was well documented .”

IR, “Index could be better. I intend to use it solely for reference purposes when I have a problem.
The book is fine if you have the time to read it through, but when I concult it with a problem and
look for the appropriate word in the index it is often not there.”

Mr. John Barnes, “MS Word 2007 Step by Step. As the name implies, this book introduces you
into all the abilities that are available in Word 2007 to the user. A very useful reference for
anybody skilled or novice.”

Paulinej, “Great book. Great Book, very informative, Interesting and easy to follow”

Brian Holmes, “Four Stars. Clear and concise”

The book by Faithe Wempen has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 101 people have provided feedback.
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